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Dans la cour de 
l’école
In The Schoolyard 

By Christophe Loupy 

210 x 210 mm
Hard Cover
32 pp
€10.50
Age 1+ 
Pub date: August 2021
EAN: 9782408029197

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified)

In the schoolyard, we meet, we gather... What a 
laugh!

Girls and boys pass each other, gather, go round, line up. Through-
out the pages, the reader finds all the aspects of the playground, by 
means of coloured circles symbolising the children.
With its simple graphics (a square schoolyard, characters repre-
sented by coloured circles), “Dans la cour de l’école” is an easy and 
fun book to read with your child. The extremely graphic and richly 
interpreted images give this book the possibility of becoming a 
tool for awakening to shapes, colours and abstraction. The graphic 
approach also allows a more emotional reading of the issues at 
stake in school. 

This is a new, more modern edition aimed at today’s children for a 
timeless and educational picture book! The stereotypical pink and 
blue colours have been replaced by mixed colours to move away 
from gender-assigned representations.

Christophe Loupy

He is a teacher. He has published 
several titles in the series «La Petite 
Boule blanche» (Belin). With Milan, he 
has published «Dans la cour de l’école» 
and «Après la récré» (albums), «Où est 
mon ours? (album) and many «Milan 
Poche».

PICTURE BOOKS

Illustrations all in 
abstraction for kids 
to engage with 
roles, shapes and 
colours in a playful 
and artistic manner

A story that takes place 
in an important place in 
the school, where social 
relations are played out: 
the playground. 

More than 90,000 copies sold in France!
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Ça tombe à pic ! 
The Perfect Timing!

By Alice Harang •
Illustrated by Tristan Mory

135 x 190 mm
Board Book
30 pp
€10.90
Age 1+ 
Pub date: May 2021
EAN: 9782408025878

Rights Sold: 

An adorable, fun picture book about enjoying the 
little things in life!

An apple to bite into at snack time, boots that go splish splash 
when it starts to pitter patter, a little furry companion to play 
with… Life’s little treasures come along at just the right time in 
this picture book. A message of optimism and an invitation to 
enjoy life, while overcoming curveballs along the way.

Alice Harang

With a degree in publishing, Alice is 
the first graphic designer editor for the 
magazines «Manon» and «Le Journal 
de Toto» (Milan Presse). It was while 
trying to draw stories that she felt the 
need to write them. She lives and 
works in Toulouse.

 

PICTURE BOOKS

Illustrated by Tristan Mory’s 
funny, on-point and tender 
drawings

A poetic and 
playful text by 
Alice Harang, 
perfectly adapted 
to little ones

Tristan Mory 

A fan of illustration 
and a children’s 
book collector, he 
began his career as 
a graphic designer at 
Milan Presse. He gradually became a 
full-time freelance illustrator. He loves 
pop-ups and enjoys exploring the 
mechanisms of interactive books.
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La danse des 
mains
Dancing Hands 

By Hervé Tullet

270 x 320 mm 
Hardcover 
64 pp
€13,50 
Age 2+
Pub date: March 2022 
EAN: 9791036337635

Rights Sold: 
Castillan, Catalan, Dutch, 
English (World), German, Italian, 
Korean

Hervé Tullet is back with a picture book to read 
with one, two, four or more hands!

A tribute to dance, to the painter’s gesture and to the dexterity of 
the hand.

Children are invited to explore the pages with their hands and to 
gradually loosen their fingers to create a real choreography for the 
hands.

An ode to dance, movement and fine motor skills by the superstar 
Hervé Tullet.

PICTURE BOOKS

A gateway to dance

A spectacular picture book 
in a large formatHervé Tullet

Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 32 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. Creator 
of about 75 children’s books, Hervé 
Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also 
works througt his much-awaited books. 
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Le livre debout
The Upside Down Book

By Hervé Éparvier  •
Illustrated by Kei Lam

130 x 300 mm
Hard Cover 
pp
€12.00
Age 2+ 
Pub date: February 2021

Rights Sold: 

A fun picture book to read from every angle!

When the book is upright, a giraffe or rocket appears… Put the 
book down and see a train or sandwich emerge… Lean to the side 
and watch the mountaineers climbing and the cyclists riding down 
the hill… One page has holes in it, another a bite mark… A picture 
book full of surprises!

Hervé Éparvier 

He was born and raised in Lyon. 
Thanks to the scripts he now writes for 
television and comics, he can afford 
the gummy bears he loves.

 

Kei Lam

 

PICTURE BOOKS

A new picture to discover at 
every turn of the book

An originally 
shaped book to 
turn, lean, lie 
down and flip 
upside down, 
from one
page to the next!

Kei Lam’s imaginative 
illustrations, that play 
with the book’s unique 
format
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NEW

Le monde des 
lettres
The World of Letters

By Anne-Marie Labrecque •
Illustrated by Mathieu 
Dionne St-Arneault 

200 x 255 mm
Hard Cover
60 pp
€11.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: August 2021

Rights Sold: 
English (World)

A fun ABC book to learn about letters with their 
name, sound and shape.

Discover funny-sounding words (marmoset, wriggly, etc.), as well 
as unusual ones that kids don’t often get to see (plump, sulky, etc.), 
in an ABC book with thick and sturdy pages. This book is a visual 
introduction to vocabulary too as it expands on the writing in 
different sizes and fonts: uppercase, lowercase in cursive and    
lowercase in script.

A book to encourage early readers to observe, speak and listen. To 
be enjoyed by children as well as their parents and teachers.

Anne-Marie 

Labrecque

She is from Quebec. She holds a 
doctorate in Education, specializing 
in written language learning, and 
is a teaching fellow at Sherbrooke 
University in Canada. Her academic 
articles and papers focus on early 
learning topics (reading, writing, etc.). 
She is co-founder of Barnabé, an 
educational publisher that combines 
learning with design. 

PICTURE BOOKS

The colorful illustrations 
and wacky texts call on 
the reader’s imagination, to 
gently discover handwriting

Created by an education 
specialist and graphic 
designer, perfectly combines 
learning, fun and design

Mathieu Dionne

St-Arneault

He studied graphic design at UQAM, in 
Montreal. In 2009, he won the student 
poster competition at the “Graphisme 
dans la rue” festival in Fontenay-sous-
Bois. He currently works as a freelance 
illustrator and graphic designer for 
independent entrepreneurs, musicians 
and artists.
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Le monde des 
nombres
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NEW

Over 1.6 
million copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va
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ble

La fée 
fifolette 
et les 
surprises 
de Noël 
Le petit, 
tout petit 
hibou 
s’envole
Le doudou-
phone
Petit Chat 
noir a peur 
du noir
Doudou est 
en colère
Loupiot la 
pétoche
En avant, 
petit train!
Chapeau 
sur l’eau
Coucou 
Père Noël !

La fée 
fifolette et 
le bébé
La fée 
fifolette 
et le bon 
gâteai 
Bonbon
Lilipelle et 
le doudou 
perdu
Le gros 
rhume 
de Petit 
Éléphant
Roule 
citrouille
Boucle d’or
Le petit 
collection-
neur de 
couleurs
Le petit 
chasseur 
de bruits

Le petit 
tout petit 
hibou
La baleine 
et le petit 
poisson
Deux amis 
pour la vie
Un poussin 
de mauvais 
poil
Chapeau 
sur l’eau

Rights Sold: 

The perfect series to st imulate a child’s               
imagination, as  early as 3 years old! Making     
memories for life…
‘Beautiful Stories for Little Ones’ is a collection of tales, fables and 
stories about everyday life, that captivate and above all soothe 
children before bedtime, while building their imagination. These      
memories of shared emotion will stay with the child throughout 
their life… 3 to 6 minute stories full of life, written by renowned 
children’s authors, that little ones will enjoy listening to... many, 
many times!Le banc des amis

The friends’bench

 
By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

200 x 200 mm - 
190 x 190 mm
Hard Cover
20 pp - 28 pp
€5.90
Age 3+
Pub date: 2002 - 2022

Number of titles: 20

PICTURE BOOKS

Internationally renowed 
illustrators

Strong graphics and rythmic 
texts draw readers into
magic

SERIES: Les Belles Histoires de Petits   

NEW
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185 x 210 mm
Soft Cover
48 pp
€9.95
Age 3+
Pub date: October 2021

Panic in the town! Several children have mysteriously                   
disappeared…
Whereas the grown-ups get scared and lock their kids inside, Zouk, 
the little witch with a strong personality, gets straight to work.
She hops on her broomstick and sets off to investigate.

A new special edition: for the first time, a complete picture-book 
story of our favourite strong-willed little with, Zouk!

PICTURE BOOKS

Rights Sold: 

Zouk contre 
Mister Ogre
Zouk vs Mister Ogre

By Serge Bloch •
Illustrated by Nicolas 
Hubesch 

An exciting investigation in which Zouk shows off 
her witchcraft skills and, above all, her bravery and 
fearlessness.

Nicolas Hubesch

He was born in 1969 
and went to art school in 
Strasbourg. He works for 
the press, for publishers 
such as Éditions Milan, 
and creates comics. In March 2010, he 
authored a comic for olderreaders: Back 
in town, with Dargaud.

Serge Bloch

Artist and author 
working for the press 
and publishing, 
especially comic 
books and children’s 
books. Artistic Director 
at Bayard Jeunesse for 20 years. 
Illustrator of cultural or societal 
subjects for major dailies and 
magazines in France and the United 
States.

Bonus: a nod from the authors at the 
end of the book, posing in front of the 
décor that inspired the story

Now a TV-adaptation for this iconic Bayard hero!
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Mais où vont-ils?
Where are they going?

By Céline Claire  •
Illustrated by Sébastien 
Chebret

240 x 240 mm
Board Book
32 pp
€12.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: January 2021

Rights Sold: 

Céline Claire � Sébastien Chebret
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Have fun counting the animals and guessing where 
they’re all going!

A big number on each double-page, along with a different 
landscape and animal driving a vehicle.
A bear in a car, a giraffe on a bike, a mouse on a jet ski… But 
where is everyone heading? Shh! There’s a surprise on the last 
page…

Céline Claire  

She started out as a primary school 
teacher, where telling stories every 
day inspired her to write. She now 
devotes herself entirely to writing. With 
Bayard, she has published L’enfant aux 
cheveux d’or, in the Belles Histoires 
collection. http://celine.notrecabane.fr/

 

Sébastien Chebret

After obtaining a Master’s degree 
in plastic arts, Sébastien Chebret 
pursued a postgraduate degree in 
Arts and Contemporary Societies in 
Bordeaux in 2007, with the theme 
of youth illustration. As an illustrator, 
he mixes different techniques: 
various paintings, gouache, acrylic, 
watercolour; collage.
 

PICTURE BOOKS

The Book emphasizing a 
visual learning for numbers 
1 to 10!

Very few words to 
focus on the full-
spread illustrations

A rich picture book 
with several unders-
tanding levels, that 
little curious readers 
will love
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Le dîner de 
mouches
Dinner Between Flies

By Vincent Guigue  •
Illustrated by Yannick Robert  

200 x 250 mm
Hard Cover 
32 pp
€11.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: September 2021

Rights Sold: 

The story of a very formal dinner between two 
flies. Readers will love the contrast between the           
situation and the dialogue!

When a fly invites a friend round for dinner, everything is delicate 
and refined. The table is beautifully set, and the conversation is… 
lively!
So, sit down and enjoy this delicious and completely offbeat meal!
A hilarious book to play with words.

Vincent Guigue

He writes and performs songs for kids 
and is part of a musical duet called 
Pierre et Vincent. Together, they’ve 
released 4 albums and created a 
dozen shows for kids. He’s also 
recorded 2 solo albums, 2 CD books, 
and has worked as an author, sound 
illustrator and composer in children’s 
publishing (Milan presse, Bayard 
jeunesse) for the past 15 years.
 

PICTURE BOOKS

An elegant and refined 
picture book

The book plays on the 
contrast between a formal 
setting and toilet-related 
vocabulary

Yannick Robert

He graduated from the Beaux-Arts 
d’Orléans before becoming a freelance 
graphic designer and illustrator in 1999. 
He mainly works in advertising, but also 
enjoys exploring posters and comic 
books. He has illustrated forty or so 
books in France and the UK, writes 
comic books and works for children’s 
magazines, while also trying his hand 
at exhibitions, pop-ups and public 
drawing… 
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), English 
(World), German, Italian, Korean

PICTURE BOOKS

Follow Mister Lion on his daily activities. 

When Mister Lion must go to the Hairdresser, help him choose 
his nex haircut. When Mister Lion dresses up, help him choose his 
clothes.  Poor Mister Lion doesn’t know what to do. he tries a new 
look on each double page!

A funny picture book that introduces young children to laughter 
and running gags, with a monkey who plays tricks and a lovable 
big lion.

Monsieur Lion 
chez le coiffeur!
Mister Lion Gets a Haircut  
By Britta Teckentrup

170 x 240 mm
Board Book With a Hole  
36 pp
€11.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2015 - 2019

Fun for the young 
readers and the 
older ones  

An irrestible 
book-object

SERIES: Monsieur Lion

More than 76,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!
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Rights Sold: 

PICTURE BOOKS

A cute collection of picture books relating little 
animals school life and their adventures.

Discover Théo, Alice, Gaston... each one prepares in his own way: 
they take their favourite things, put them in a little bag, and... off 
they go!
Today is a big day!

“See You Tomorrow” picture book series is about a child’s first 
steps at school! It accompany the children during their first day 
at school and dedramatize the process.  A series full of envy and 
confidence towards the school... and the children! Ideal for famil-
iarising yourself with the start of the new school year. 
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Bienvenue à la 
cantine
Welcome To The Canteen

By Claudia Bielinski

195 x 240 mm
Board Book
22 pp - 26 pp
€9.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2019 - 2022

Number of titles: 4

A confident and optimistic 
view of school with Claudia 
Bielinsky’s spontaneous
and colorful style

Cute little 
characters 
children will 
love 

SERIES: À demain les copains!

Prêt pour le 
grand jour ?
La rentrée de 
roudoudou
La maîtresse 
est malade

More than 8,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified)

PICTURE BOOKS

In each book, a wild animal is delivered to a child’s 
home, leading to funny and wacky scenes.

Thank you for ordering your flamingo!
We hope that you will be fully satisfied with your new friend.

Please take note of the information booklet that came with 
your pet.

Yours sincerely
The Funny Animals Corp

P.S.: The Funny Animals Corp declines all responsibility in case 
of allergy to pink shrimps. 

An original concept, full of humor, based on an idea lots of 
little readers dream about! A series brought to life by two 
great authors: Mr Tran and Caroline Hüe!

Al
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Un flamant rose 
à la maison
A flamingo at Home 

By Mr Tan •
Illustrated by Caroline Hüe

230 x 200 mm
Hard Cover 
32 pp
€9.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2020 - 2021

Number of titles: 4

The funny text by Mr 
Tran higlighted by the 
beautifull illustrations 
of Caroline Hüe makes 
this series one of a kind 

funny and off-
beat scenes of 
cohabitation

SERIES: La Compagnie des Drôles de Bêtes

Un ours à la 
maison
Un dauphin à 
la maison
Un kangourou 
à la maison

More than 7,500 copies sold in the series in 
France!
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Rights Sold: 

PICTURE BOOKS

A new series from Mr. Tan and Aurore Damant 
where we discover life in the village of Filouville 
and the families of animals.

Each title recounts one investigation. Discover who is the dream 
thief, and who is the stranger   staying at the grand hotel in         
Filouville, how to find a shelter for Ms Dino?

The perfect marriage for a cracking universe, between poetry and 
cartoon! A series of picture books perfect for first reading. 
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Un printemps en 
hiver
Spring in Winter 
By Mr Tan •
Illustrated by Aurore 
Damant

179 x 210 mm  
Hard Cover 
24 pp 
€8.50
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2019

Number of titles: 3

Cute little animals 
that make the perfect 
mascots  

Easy vocabulary to 
understand 

SERIES: Bienvenue à Filouville 

Le voleur de 
rêves
Les mille vies 
de monsieur 
Poulpe
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NEW

Rights Sold: 
Dutch, English (World)

PICTURE BOOKS

Mr. who? Mr Bear, of course! He is a mischievous 
little bear who will take your child to discover     
letters, sounds and words in a pop and vitaminized 
universe!

Discover these large, colourful albums to learn the alphabet,          
discover the colors, shapes or develop fine motorskill!
Mr.Bear guides the very young on a sumptuous and unexpected 
journey to discover the world around them. The vibrant assorti-
ment of appealing retro-chic images makes learning a lot of fun! 
These albums encourage children curiosity and help them learn 
more easily. 

Beautiful picture books with lively illustrations, full of surprise,     
confidence and energy.
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Les goûts 
extraordinaires 
de Monsieur 
Bear
Mr. Bear’s Tastes

By Virginie Aracil

250 x 240 mm -
250 x 340 mm
Hard Cover with Flaps
22 pp- 46 pp - 40 pp- 58 pp
€16.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2016 - 2021

Number of titles: 4

The ecletic assortiment 
of characters and objects 
is sure to engage and 
entertain! 

Lift the flaps and 
join Mr.Bear on his 
incredible journey 
to discover tastes 

SERIES: Monsieur Bear

L’anniversaire 
de M.Bear’
Les couleurs 
de M.Bear
L’abécédaire 
de M. Bear

More than 27,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!
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NEW

Le carnaval 
(gastronomique) 
des animaux
Gastronomic Carnival of The 

Animals 

By Bernard Friot  •
And VARIOUS AUTHORS 

260 x 315 mm - 
250 x270 mm
Hard Cover + CD 
40 pp
€19.90 - €25.00
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2015 - 2020

Number of titles: 2

Rights Sold: 

Un texte de Bernard Friot
illustré par Louis Thomas et raconté par Jacques Gamblin

Musique de Camille Sains Saëns et Jean-François Verdier
interprétée par L’orchestre Victor Hugo de Franche-Comté

UN
LIVRE

CD

Discover two fantastic tales by Bernard Friot and 
the CD that comes with it!

It’s carnival day in Lionville. Discover the great musical cooking    
contest and discover who wants to poison the Lion! Or discover 
the story of Pierre and the Wolf where every animals is a different 
insturment! 

Different tales for a perfect introduction to the discovery of the 
symphony orchestra by children.

PICTURE BOOKS

 Introduction

Le narrateur : Mesdames et messieurs, et les petits enfants aussi, bienvenue 

à la salle des fêtes de Lionville, où vous allez assister au grand concours 

annuel de cuisine musicale ! Y participent différents groupes d’animaux 

venus du monde entier. Quant au jury, il est composé cette année d’une 

chèvre, d’un escargot de Franche-Comté, d’un canard et d’un cygne. 

Et il est présidé, bien sûr, par le plus grand, le plus fort, le plus beau 

des animaux : le lion ! Tiens, le voilà.

Le lion : Quel est l’abruti qui a marché sur ma queue ? Il a intérêt 

à se dénoncer immédiatement, sinon je l’avale tout cru.

Le narrateur (embarrassé) : Euh… Majesté, personne n’a marché sur votre queue. 

Elle s’est coincée dans la porte automatique.

Le lion : T’es sûr ? Bon, on recommence tout. Allez, vite, qu’on lance 

le concours, j’ai faim !

The jury tastes all the dishes 
made by the animals at the 
carnival, to the sound of the 
music played by the orchestra

A funny and 
offbeat version of 
a classic cooking 
competition

Louis Thomas’ 
inspired, and cheeky 
illustrations

SERIES: Albums-CD de Bernard Friot

Al
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Pierre et le 
loup suivi 
de Le canard 
est toujours 
vivant
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La journée de 
Bongromeuh
Bongromeuh’s Day

By Rémi Chaurand  

220 x 220 mm
BB
54 pp
€12.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: April 2020

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), 
Portuguese (Brazil)

What will Bongromeuh do today? …It’s yours to 
decide! A different story with each reading!

“What should Bongromeuh do today?
If you want to let him sleep a bit more, gently close the book, with-
out making any noise, and come back later.
If you want to wake him up, slam the book shut and open it again 
on page 8.” 

An interactive picture book, and first of its kind, along the lines of 
those in which you are the hero where the child guides the story.

Rémi Chaurand  

His books have been 
published by Bayard, 
L’École des loisirs, 
Casterman, Nathan 
and Milan. «Éloi et 
Dagobert - Un nouveau voisin rue 
des Poteaux» was awarded the ‘Prix 
jeunesse de la ville du Touquet’, and 
«Les Quinzebille - À taaable !», the 
Fonds Decitre’s ‘Prix.  Petit Libraire’.

 

PICTURE BOOKS

The child choose what to do 

A different story 
with each reading

Comic like Bublle to 
interract with the 
character 
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Rights Sold: 

PICTURE BOOKS

Anthologies of some of Africa’s most beautiful 
tales, as written and told by Souleymane Mbodj.

10 stories to read and listen to with a CD, featuring animals of the 
Savanna, humour, and philosophy! 

Apart from their obvious value as enjoyable reading, these tales 
– sometimes close to the fable – have a real educational content: 
they teach and transmit universal values. At the end of each one, 
there’s a little moral, where virtue and intelligence always triumph. 
An attractive book ideal to initiate children to the power of stories 
and myths from a fascinating continent.

Histoires de 
SOULEYMANE MBODJ
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Illustrations de CLÉMENCE POLLET

CONTES
D’AFRIQUE

LA SAGESSE

AVEC 

CD
UN LIVRE
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Contes d’Afrique 
- La Sagesse
Tales of Africa - Wisdom 

By Souleymane Mbodj
And VARIOUS 
ILLUSTRATORS

240 x 250 mm -
267 x 230 mm
Hard Cover + CD
40 pp - 64 pp
€18.00
Age 4+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2021

Number of titles: 3

Storyteller Souleymane 
Mbodj brings us all the 
magic of the African oral 
tradition

Equally educational 
and enjoyable, tales to 
stimulate imagination

SERIES: Souleymane Mbodj

Contes 
d’Afrique - Les 
animaux
Contes 
d’Afrique - la 
magie

More than 35,000 copies sold in the series in 
France!
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More than 870,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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Héroïnes du 
monde entier
Classiques
Afrique

Mythologie 
grecque
La nature
De Noël

Rights Sold: 

These gorgeously illustrated books invite us on a      
journey through strange and enchanted lands! 
Discover stories children and parents will marvel at, Stories of wild 
animals, healers and shamans, of Mount Olympus and samurai... . 
All the tales are reunited in this incredible series.  Something for 
all readers and all moods. 

An essential heritage collection, much appreciated by parents and 
children! 

1000 ans de 
contes du monde 
entier
Tales From Around The World

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

190 x 255 mm
Hard Cover - 
Soft Cover Wiht Flapes 
216 pp - 280
€14.50
Age 4+
Pub date: 2020-2022

Number of titles: 7

PICTURE BOOKS

At the beginning of each 
story: age, characters, 
place and time of reading

The child will dream, be 
frightened and have fun 
through more than 30 tales

SERIES: 1000 ans de contes  

NEW
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NEW

More than 20,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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3 histoires de 
pirates
3 histoires 
d’ogres
3 histoires 
de princesses 
pas comme 
les autres
3 histoires du 
premier jour 
d’école
3 histoires de 
princes pas 

comme les 
autres
3 histoires de 
Noël
3 histoire de 
nature
3 histoires 
de super-
mamans

Rights Sold: 

Brand new picture books at a low price for kids 
with fertile imaginations who love to laugh… and 
tremble. 
Three stories to make you laugh, dream, and tremble... on themes 
children love. At an affordable price. Picture books children will 
enjoy collecting, taking with them when travelling andgiving! 

Ronan Badel, Céline Claire, Agnès de Lestrade, Sébastien Mourrain, 
Nadine Brun-Cosme, Elsa Devernois, Kiko, Christine Davenier. . . 
authors who have made their names in children’s publishing. 

The best tales published in Pomme d’Api magazine, gathered 
around children’s favourite themes!

7 histoires qui 
font peur
7 Scary Stories

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

200 x 230 mm
Hard Cover
40 pp - 80 pp
€7.90 - €12.90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2019 - 2022

Number of titles: 9

PICTURE BOOKS

Beautiful illustrations 
children will love 

Short and lively stories, 
perfectly suited for reading 
aloud

SERIES: Pomme D’Api Raconte  
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Le prince 
Nino à la 
maternouille
Le loup vert
Les mots de 
Zaza
Ouste, les 
loups!
Le secret de la 
petite souris
La rentrée de 
la maîtresse
La sorcière 
qui rapetissait 
les enfants
Les deux 
maisons de 
Petit Blaireau
L’ogre qui 
avait peur des 
enfants 
AND MORE

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

More than 2 million copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Adélidélo 
et son 
cauchemar
Tirbouchon 
et Ptilardon à 
Paris
En route pour 
la Chine
Le Petit Ogre 
veut se faire 
un ami
Adéidélo 
dompteuse 
de colère
La valise 
d’Elise 
La soupe à la 
grimace
Le prince 
Oliver ne veut 
pas se laver
Hansel et 
Gretel

Un petit frère 
pas comme 
les autres
Je ne veux 
pas y aller ! 
Drôle de 
cadeau dans 
le traîneau
Mon petit 
frère
Le Petit Ogre 
veut voir le 
monde
Les vacances 
de Monsieur 
Loup
Souriceau 
veut 
apprendre à 
lire
Ma maman 
a besoin de 
moi

Rights Sold: 
Belgium and the Netherlands, Chinese 
(Complex and Simplified), English 
(Wolrd), Korean, Spanish, Turkish

A must-have collection for 4-7 year olds!    
Once upon a time… was a collection of wonderful stories for          
children. Stories full of emotion and enchanting illustrations, 
brought to life by international authors and illustrators, such 
as Marie-Hélène Delval, Marie-Agnès Gaudrat, David Parkins, 
Claire Clément, Jo Hoestlandt, Yvan Pommeaux, Bertrand 
Fichou… Laughter, fear, everyday life or faraway travels… Every 
bedtime story is an adventure with ‘Beautiful Stories’!

Je ne veux pas 
sortir de mon lit
Don’t want to get out of my bed

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

210 x 240 mm
Soft Cover
32 pp
€5.20
Age 4+
Pub date: 1972-2022

Number of titles: 61

PICTURE BOOKS

Internationally 
renowed illustrators Beautiful Stories 

children will never 
forget

SERIES: Les Belles Histoires 
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NEW

More than 40,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 2 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 3 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 4 ans

Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 5 ans
Les Belles 
Histoires de 
mes 6 ans

Rights Sold: 

The perfect gift for Little One’s Birthday! 
Discover the Collection of the best-selling series ‘Beautiful Sto-
ries’!  Children can know collect for each of their birthday their 
most beloved stories. 
Eight stories selected from among the greatest successes of      
Beautiful Stories, signed by well-known authors and illustrators. 

A beautiful hardback book with over 200 pages of stories!

Les Belles 
Histoires Contes 
de Noël
The Collection of Beautiful 

Stories Christmas Tales
 
By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

210 x 220 mm - 
Hard Cover
212 pp - 224 pp
€13.90
Age 3+ - 6+
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 6

PICTURE BOOKS

Internationally 
renowed illustrators

Strong graphics and rythmic 
texts draw readers into
magic

SERIES: Les Belles Histoires recueils   
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Le petit 
chaperon rouge
Little Red Riding Hood 

By Xavier Deneux  

220 x 302 mm
HC
48 pp
€15.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: October 2020

Rights Sold: 

The story of Red Riding Hood, reinvented by 
Xavier Deneux in a book with a surprising artistic 
approach.

Milan continues its development of tactile books with this series 
of awareness and first discovery titles. Shapes, embossed and 
debossed, come face-to-face to make these picture books a new 
sensorial experience. A bold and modern adaptation. The charac-
ters and places are represented symbolically: for a simplified and 
accessible reading!

Xavier Deneux   

After high school, 
he applied to ESAG 
Penninghen and 
graduated in 1994. 
His career took a turn 
in 2000 when he illustrated his first 
picture book, “L’École du cirque”. From 
then on, Xavier Deneux began drawing 
for children full-time in various sectors.

 

PICTURE BOOKS

Accessible to all children 

Red Riding Hood is a 
mischievous child’s 
hand, the wolf a 
disturbing Chinese 
shadow

A unique artistic work, which 
combines illustrations, shadow 
puppets and photographs
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Ylusse et le 
Cyclope
Ylusse And The Cyclop 
By Benoit Perroud  •
Illustrated by Benoit Perroud  

180 x 240 mm
HC 
40 pp
€10.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: September 2020

Rights Sold: 

Benoît Perroud
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A funny rewriting of an episode from Odysseus’ 
famous journey

Ylusse enjoys two things in life – drawing and making war.
But he promised his mother he would be back in Etoc by dinner.
Unfortunately, a storm shipwrecks his boat on an island and he is 
captured by Pol the Cyclops. To stop the giant from eating him, he 
shows off his drawing skills and paints the Cyclops’ portrait. Pol is 
impressed and decides to wait until the morning to eat Ylusse.
That night, Ylusse breaks Pol’s eyeglass so that he cannot see   
anymore. The Cyclops opens the cave and lets all his sheep out, in 
the hope of finding Ylusse. But Ylusse covers himself in sheepskin 
and manages to escape. He sails back out to sea and home to his 
mother.

Benoit Perroud  

He is a French author who has lived in 
several different cities across France 
and Germany. He began teaching 
literature and soon became interested 
in children and teens’ reading habits. 
He wrote, among others, the famous 
“Histoires pressées” series.

 

PICTURE BOOKS

Ylusse adore dessiner.

Quand il ne dessine pas,  
Ylusse passe ses journées à guerroyer  

avec ses amis.
Mais, pour aujourd’hui, ça suffit.  

Il a promis à sa maman de rentrer à l’heure  
pour le dîner…

The funny illustrations 
of Benoit Perroud 

A funny take on Odysseus’ 
adventures: the Cyclops is 
named Pol and wears an
eyeglass
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Rêve de neige
Dream of Winter Nights

By Sybille Delacroix
  

230 x 255 mm
Hard Cover 
32 pp
€11.90
Age 3+ 
Pub date: September 2021

Rights Sold: 
Japanese, Korean

An ode to the power of the imagination, as strange 
little snowflakes start to swirl around Lucie and 
Ulysse’s bedroom… 

Sledding down the stairs, having a snowball fight in your living 
room… Impossible, right? Not for Lucie and Ulysse who have the 
most extraordinary Christmas night ever, thanks to a snow globe! 

A Lucie and Ulysse story, the characters from the “Graines de sable” 
picture book, translated into 5 languages!

Sybille Delacroix

She graduated from 
the École de recherche 
graphique de Bruxelles and 
has been working as an 
illustrator and graphic designer since 
2000. Her books for children have 
been published by Bayard: Les p’tits 
noms, J’ai peur, Ronchonette Cocolle, 
Blanche hait la nuit, Graines de sable 
and the Cléo series.

PICTURE BOOKS

Sibylle Delacroix is 
a bestselling author, 
with a sensitive and 
contemplative style

All the ingredients for 
a wonderful story: a 
dreamlike world and an 
exciting adventure! 
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Les Trois Ours 
chez Boucle d’Or
The Three Bears at Goldilocks

By Sybille Delacroix  •
Illustrated by Sybille 
Delacroix 

249 x 350 mm
Hard Cover
32 pp
€12.90
Age 4+ 
Pub date: September 2020

Rights Sold: 

It’s the Three Bears’ turn to come to Goldilocks’ 
house and make a mess! A beautiful picture 
book, and a funny, cheeky twist on a well-known        
fairytale. 

Little Bear is very excited. He and his parents are going to Goldi-
locks’ house. He can’t wait to find out how humans live!
The Three Bears explore the living room, kitchen, bedroom, and 
bathroom, touching and exploring everything as they go. Poor 
Goldilocks! The Three Bears make quite a mess!
The illustrations speed up as the visit turns to chaos. The images 
begin slowly, and get faster and faster, until poor Goldilocks 
doesn’t know where to turn. Despite running from one room to the 
next, she cannot stop the destruction, as illustrated in the zoomed-
out view of inside the house. 

Sybille Delacroix 

Born in 1974 in 
Brussels and a 
graduate from the 
School of Graphic 
Research in Brussels, 
Sibylle Delacroix has worked as an 
illustrator and graphic designer since 
2000. She notably illustrated Duclot’s 
classic fairytales.

 

PICTURE BOOKS

Illustrations teeming with 
details that kids will love

Baby Bear is the 
one who discovers 
Goldilocks’ house 
and makes a big 
mess

A high-quality picture 
book in a large format
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Korean

PICTURE BOOKS

Bayard and Folimage have joined forces three 
times to bring you albums rich in emotion and 
colours!

Discover three differents stories,  three different poetic albums 
based on an animated short film by the Folimage studio. Folimage 
is one of the most creative animation studios today (Les Cahiers 
d’Esther, Ariol, Tu mourras moins bête). 

Follow the adventures of a tiger wihtout stripes, of a lynx bored 
in the forest decides to discover the city, and of a little boy who 
can speak the language of animals. Three differents tales that all 
have a second deep and important reading for the child: self-con-
fidence, growing up, violence towards animals...

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Kiko et les 
animaux
Kiko And The Animals 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
Folimage 

262 x 190 mm
255 x 230 mm
Hard Cover 
36 pp - 40 pp
€12.00
Age 5+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2022

Number of titles: 4
A graphic and poetic 
tale

Striking images from 
the Folimage studio

SERIES: Folimage  

Le petit tigre 
sans rayure
Un lynx dans la 
ville
Théo le 
château d’eau
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Ma timidité
My Shyness

By Séverine Vidal  •
Illustrated by Marie Leghima 

195 x 280 mm
Hard Cover
40 pp
€12.90
Age 5+ 
Pub date: April 2021

Rights Sold: 
Korean

Séverine Vidal - Marie Leghima

Ma timiditéMa timidité
An original picture book tackling the universal 
theme of shyness, and how to overcome it.

“Just as I stood up to recite my poem in front of the class, the 
words got stuck in my throat…” The story of a little girl who is 
overwhelmed by her shyness, portrayed here as an imaginary crea-
ture that appears without warning and takes over the situation. 
She decide the creature needs to be tamed, so that they can live 
together. 

A must-read for helping kids overcome their shyness. A subtle and 
empathetic exploration of an everyday situation, that many chil-
dren

Séverine Vidal 

She is an award-
winning author
of novels, comic 
books, picture books, 
and texts for the 
press. She also runs writing workshops 
for all ages.

 

PICTURE BOOKS

The beautiful illustrations 
highlight the text 

A book which through 
humour and lightness 
deals with everyday 
situations shared by 
many children

A reading that can 
give keys to children 
paralysed by their 
shyness

Marie Leghima

She has a degree in visual 
communication. She illustrates for the 
children’s press as well as for various 
publishing houses such as Tourbillon, 
Bayard.... 
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Sur mon fil
On The Edge 

By Séverine Vidal    • 
Illustrated by Louis Thomas

210 x 280 mm
Hard Cover   
48 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: February 2017

Rights Sold: 
Basque, Italian

Between the homes of her divorced parents, the 
girl telling this story has stretched an invisible 
thread. 

Every Saturday, she walks along it like a tightrope, it helps her 
deal with the emotions of a child in joint custody… 

On the extremely topical subject of alternating custody, an 
album full of poetry.

PICTURE BOOKS

A tenseful situation known 
by a lot of young children 

The poetic illustrations 
of Louis Thomas 

Louis Thomas 

He is an illustrator and director. He 
graduated from the Gobelins school in 
Paris and from CalArts in Los Angeles 
at the end of 2012. His recent clients 
include Pixar, Universal, Cartoon 
Network, Sony Pictures,Bayard, 
Penguin, Random House...

Séverine Vidal 

She is an award-
winning author
of novels, comic 
books, picture books, 
and texts for the 
press. She also runs writing workshops 
for all ages.
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Rebelle au bois 
charmant
Rebel of the Charming Wood 

By Claire Clément  •
Illustrated by Karine 
Bernadou

200 x 170 mm
Soft Cover 
32 pp
€4.99
Age 5+ 
Pub date: March 2021

Rights Sold: 

An empowering spin on classic fairytailes - do what 
you must to stay free and have fun!

Pretty Rebelle likes to live alone, pick her nose and eat jam with 
eggs. She loves being her freedom so much that she never wants 
to relinquish it to a. . . “husband”! So she discourages suitors by        
making herself ugly: a witch’s nose and green foundation … she 
tries everything! Soon, no man wants to marry her. But as time 
goes by, Rebelle starts to get bored. That’s when she decides to 
find a husband. She meets Gaston, who, like her, has made himself 
uglier for a quiet life. The young girl goes away, disgusted. Luckily, 
Gaston manages to catch her, and now Rebelle and Gaston are in 
love! To be happy together, they decide to continue doing exactly 
what they want. Well, almost…

PICTURE BOOKS

Dans un très beau pays vit une très belle jeune fille.  
Elle s’appelle Rebelle et elle est si jolie que tous les jeunes 
gens du pays rêvent de se marier avec elle.

Chaque jour, l’un d’eux frappe à sa porte.
« Toc toc toc ! »
Chaque fois, elle demande :
« Qui est là ? »
Et chaque fois elle entend :
« Je suis celui qui vous aime et veut vous épouser. »

Funny and modern 
illustrations 

Teaches kids to be 
true to themselves!

A modern, fun take 
on the princess story

Karine Bernadou

Alongside her work as a comic book 
author (Sarbacane), she works as 
an illustrator for the adult press and 
children’s magazines («Philotéo», «Mes 
premiers J’aime lire», «Okapi», etc.) as 
well as for the publishing industry. 
 

Claire Clément  

She writes picture 
books and novels 
for young and older 
children. She has won 
a number of awards, 
including the ‘Prix Chronos’ and ‘Prix 
des Incorruptibles’ twice, and the ‘Prix 
Lire en fête’. She also contributes to 
Bayard’s children’s magazines. 
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La longue 
marche des 
doudous
The Teddies’ Long March 

By Claire Clément   •
Illustrated by Geneviève 
Godbout

245 x 297 mm
Hard Cover  
24 pp
€12.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2016

Rights Sold: 
English (World)

Who knows a child better than his teddy bear? 

The favourite animal, the one we take everywhere and tell every-
thing to... So, every year, all the cuddly toys get together to meet 
Father Christmas and tell him about the ideal dream gift for their 
little ones.
There’s Fanfan the elephant, Lapinou who has only one leg left,    
Toutusé the teddy bear, Juju the turtle, Zigouigoui the mouse and 
many others. Like every other year, the favourite toys meet up for 
the long trek to the land of Santa Claus…

Claire Clément  

She writes picture 
books and novels 
for young and older 
children. She has won 
a number of awards, 
including the ‘Prix Chronos’ and ‘Prix 
des Incorruptibles’ twice, and the ‘Prix 
Lire en fête’. She also contributes to 
Bayard’s children’s magazines. 
 

Geneviève Codbout 

She is Canadian and lives in London. 
She began her career as an illustrator 
as a designer for young fashion 
designers. She came to illustrate 
for children via the press (Milan and 
Bayard).
 

PICTURE BOOKS

Aussitôt les doudous forment une longue file, et ils se mettent en route.

Ils traversent d’immenses forêts, franchissent de hautes montagnes,

marchent sur des fleuves gelés.

Des cerfs, des chamois, des écureuils, des hiboux, des loups même  

les regardent passer, fascinés :

« C’est déjà Noël ? Bon voyage, les doudous ! », les encouragent-ils.

Lapinou, Juju la tortue et Toutusé se laissent bercer sur le dos de Fanfan.

La lune est ronde et éclaire le chemin. Dans la file règne un joyeux brouhaha.

INT_marche_des_doudous.indd   14-15 31/10/13   15:03

A story that is sure to fascinate 
little ones, who express so much 
through their cuddly toys

A real talent for 
storytelling that 
gives life to this 
band of cuddly 
toys

Realistic and tender 
images
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Le petit 
chaperon qui 
n’était pas rouge
The Little Not Red Riding Hood  

By Sandrine Beau  •
Illustrated by Marie Desbons

200 x 245 mm
Hard Cover
40 pp
€9.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: March 2014

Rights Sold: 

An original version of the famous tale, revisited in 
the cold, blue hues of Russia’s icy plains.

A little girl dressed in blue and nicknamed the “Little Blue Girl” has 
to cross the wood to bring a jar of honey to her sick grandmother. 
This story seems familiar to us and we think we know the rest.. . 
But this is where the rewriting takes on its full force: it draws on 
our knowledge to better divert the tale and surprise us! Here, the 
red coat has become blue, the wafer has been replaced by a bala-
laika and the wolf has given way to a bear who gives advice and 
warms the little girl during the night with his fur. And to keep 
them entertained, a little game awaits the readers at the end of 
the story, as they can choose their favourite ending from three sug-
gestions. 
And, to further surprise readers, a little game awaits them at the 
end of the story: choose the ending they prefer from among four 
suggestions, or even invent their own ending and write it in the 
book. 

An album that won the 2015-2016 ‘Prix des Incorruptibles’!

Sandrine Beau 

She has published 
numerous stories 
with Milan Presse 
and Bayard Presse, 
and books for young 
people with Oskar Éditions, L’Élan 
vert and Grasset Jeunesse. «Le Petit 
Chaperon qui n’était pas rouge» is her 
first album published by Milan.
 

Marie Desbons

After studying applied 
arts, Marie Desbons 
started as a graphic 
designer in an adver-
tising agency. In 2007, 
she decided to set up her own business 
as an illustrator. She has published sev-
eral albums with Le Buveur d’encre, Bil-
boquet, Lito, Magnard...

PICTURE BOOKS

The author plays with warm and 
cold colours, transposing the story 
into a universe that is the opposite 
of the original story

An original rewriting 
of the famous tale 
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More than 1 million copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Kirikou et le 
collier de la 
discorde
La longue 
marche des 
doudous
Le nounours 
de Noël
Le mystère 
Ferdinand
Le renard et 
la chasse aux 
oeufs
Jinko le 
dinosaure
Kirikou et la 
Hyène noire
Kirikou et la 
girafe
Kirikou et le 
Buffle aux 
cornes d’or

Kirikou et la 
sorcière
Kirikou et les 
ombres
Rebelle 
au bois 
charmant
Un câlin pour 
le bonhomme 
de neige
Le Petit 
Chaperon qui 
n’était pas 
rouge
La semaine
des bêtises 
La soupe au 
caillou
Le dindon de 
la farce 
La petite 
souris, le 

Rights Sold: 

Stories for all tastes from 4 to 7 year-old!    
Discover or rediscover the most beautiful stories from Éditions 
Milan! The story box series offers magnificent albums to accom-
pany children from their youngest age to 7 years old in the discov-
ery of the world, friendship, love and poetry.  Stories full of emo-
tion and enchanting illustrations, brought to life by international 
authors and illustrators, such as Claire Clément, Mily Cabrol, San-
drine Beau, Catherine Hors, Mim, Samuel Ribeyron, Kiko ... 

Le grand papa et 
sa toute petite 
fille
Big Dad and His Very Little Girl

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

170 x 210 mm
Soft Cover
24 pp - 40 pp
€4.99
Age 3+ - 7+
Pub date: 2010 -2022

Number of titles: 26

PICTURE BOOKS

Beautiful illustrations 
to brought the story 
to life 

Enchanting Stories from 
Milan’s best children 
book auhtors 

SERIES: Le coffre à histoires

père Noël et 
le lapin de 
Pâques
Le Noël du 
hérisson
Le mouton 
farceur
Le dindon de 
la farce
De la petite 
taupe qui 
voulait savoir 
qui lui avait 
fait sur la tête
Extra-doux
Je veux qu’on
m’aime
Le jeune loup
qui n’avait pas 
de nom

NEW
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Le grand livre
des peut-être,
des si et des
pourquoi ? 
The Big Book of Maybe, If And 

Why

By Ghislaine Roman  •
Illustrated by Tom Schamp

260 x 260 mm
Hard Cover
80 pp
€14.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2014

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Ukrainian

The compilation, in one beautiful and big volume, 
of the 3 best-sellers of Ghislaine Roman and Tom 
Schamp: “The Book of maybe”, “The Book of if”, 
“The Book of little why”.

An anthology of thoughts of children who embody their vision 
sometimes daily, sometimes dreamlike, and sometimes unusual ... 
In this book, children’s questions give artists a space of poetry and 
exceptional invention! Indeed, “maybe bees make honey because 
they do not know how to make chocolate” and “if the fish could 
not swim, the sea would be covered with buoys” ... What? Oh? Who 
knows…

PICTURE BOOKS

Peut-être  
que les abeilles  

font du miel 

parce qu’elles  
ne savent pas faire  

le chocolat.

Three unusual books assembled in 
one volume

Tom Schamp’s superb 
illustrations are the 
perfect visual expression 
of Ghislaine Roman’s zany, 
inspired stories

A tribute to children’s 
imagination

Ghislaine Roman 

Her work as a teacher 
led her to reflect 
on the mysterious 
relationship that 
children have with 
words and images. Her writing 
adventure began with the Milan 
Presse magazines («Wakou», «Toupie», 
«Picoti», «Toboggan»...). 

 

Tom Schamp

He grew up in 
Brussels, where 
he studied graphic 
design. He has 
worked in the field 
of advertising, the press, but also in 
publishing. He has already illustrated 
«Le Livre des si» and «Le Livre des 
peut-être», as well as «Mon premier 
tour d’Europe». 
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Ouf!
Phew!

By Ghislaine Roman  •
Illustrated by Tom Schamp

230 x 370 mm
Hard Cover
32 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2015

Rights Sold: 
Dutch, German, Korean

From the tiny acorn to an old, majestic tree, we fol-
low the hazardous path of a great oak tree.

As the pages turn, the young tree grows taller while avoiding a     
thousand dangers like the squirrel that wants to eat it or the gale 
that tries to break it to grow tall and strong enough to shelter chil-
dren’s games one day.

Ghislaine Roman offers here small thoughts both crazy, unusual 
and full of common sense, such as children can sometimes state, 
all their curiosity of the world. “Good words” to which the work of 
Tom Schamp confers a poetic and playful dimension. The simplicity 
of the text, the gallery of animals, the way the structure progresses 
from the forest ecosystem to the human ecosystem, make this the 
perfect book for nursery children.

PICTURE BOOKS

Tom Schamp’s              
illustrations, 
sparkling with co-
lours and discoveries, 
highlight  beautifully 
all the facets of our 
relationship with 
trees and nature

The poetry of 
the illustration 
highlight the text

Ghislaine Roman 

Her work as a teacher 
led her to reflect 
on the mysterious 
relationship that 
children have with 
words and images. Her writing 
adventure began with the Milan 
Presse magazines («Wakou», «Toupie», 
«Picoti», «Toboggan»...). 

 

Tom Schamp

He grew up in 
Brussels, where 
he studied graphic 
design. He has 
worked in the field 
of advertising, the press, but also in 
publishing. He has already illustrated 
«Le Livre des si» and «Le Livre des 
peut-être», as well as «Mon premier 
tour d’Europe». 
 

The text awakens the 
notion of ecology and 
respect for nature
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Dans la grande 
forêt
Inside The Forest 

By Jeanne Boyer  •
Illustrated by Caroline Hüe

260 x 260 mm
Hard Cover 
38 pp
€11.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2018

Rights Sold: 

Jeanne Boyer
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Caroline Hüe An album that humorously plays the card of        
reference to traditional tales.

Rosalie, a smart little girl with a love for mischief, must walk 
through the forest to visit atmysterious “grandma cupcake”. On the 
way, she
meets characters from tales. But it takes moretthan that to scare 
Rosalie – she has already readtall the fairy tales! But when she 
meets the witchtfrom Hansel and Gretel, that’s another story…

Jeanne Boyer 

After studying philosophy, she turned to 
publishing and writing. She is notably 
the author of the «Philofolies» collection 
(Père Castor) and the «Abracadachat» 
(Rageot) and «Joséphine Superfille» 
(Magnard) series. Her stories regularly 
appear in the children’s press.
 

Caroline Hüe

She graduated from the École des arts 
décoratifs de Strasbourg, illustration 
section. She has illustrated books for 
young people for Bordas, Nathan and 
Bayard Jeunesse. 
 

PICTURE BOOKS

Caroline Hüe has created a gallery 
of colourful characters and placed 
here and there references to 
characters immortalised by Walt 
Disney

The reader will have 
fun recognising the 
characters and will also 
be able to anticipate 
their traps to better foil 
them

A beautiful tribute 
to reading 
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La petite soeur 
du chaperon 
rouge
The Little Sister of Little Red 

Riding Hood  

By Didier Levy  •
Illustrated by Clotilde Perrin

260 x 315 mm
Soft Cover
48 pp
€12.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: October 2019

Rights Sold: 
Korean

An original album: who thought that Little Red 
Riding Hood could have a little sister with a strong 
character?

Little Red Riding Hood has grown up. Today, this beautiful young 
woman, famous throughout the world, signs autographs and wears 
dark glasses. For her, the forest is nothing more than a vast piece 
of real estate where she dreams of building a huge amusement 
park.    A “Chaperonrougeland”! But Carlotta, her little sister, has 
other projects in mind... 

A daring sequel to the famous tale!

Didier Levy 

A former journalist, he now devotes 
himself to writing. He has published 
about a hundred books for children at 
L’École des loisirs, Nathan, Sarbacane 
and Albin Michel. 
 

Clotilde Perrin

A graduate of the Arts Décoratifs, she 
began her career as an illustrator in 2002 
with a first book, “Dans l’oreille du géant” 
(published by Poisson Soluble). Since 
then, she has published several books 
with different publishers (Gallimard Jeu-
nesse, Rue du monde, Syros, Didier 
Jeunesse, Mango...).

PICTURE BOOKS

A daring character who 
opposes to the famous 
Little Red Riding Hood 

Beautiful and poetic 
illustrations 

A funny retalling 
that awakens the 
notion of ecology
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La princesse sans 
bouche
The Princess Without Mouth 

By Florence Dutruc  •
Illustrated by Julie Rouvière

210 x 260 mm
Hard Cover 
40 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: November 2020

Rights Sold: 
Vietnam

This tale explores the theme of incest and shows 
how children can rediscover life even after the 
most dramatic events.

This is the story of a little princess, whose father, the king, hurts 
her deeply. He thinks he has the right over everything, including 
his daughter’s body and heart…
An initiatory tale for children, in the footsteps of “Donkey Skin”, 
proving that princesses are stronger than the madness of kings, 
and that you can rediscover a love for life after experiencing the 
trauma of incest. 

Serious subject treated by the tale to approach with the youngest 
children this delicate taboo thematic. At the end of the book, two 
pages of advice to parents to decrypt the messages of the tale. The 
work was designed in close collaboration with a psychologist.

Florence Dutruc-
Rosset

Florence Dutruc-Rosset 
has written
about thirty books for 
young people,
including 15 novels in the C’est la vie
Lulu collection, published by Bayard
Editions. Lulu is a character from
Astrapi magazine, of which Florence
was editor-in-chief for a long time. She
is now editor-in-chief of the magazines
Les Belles Histoires and Mes Premières
Belles Histoires.

Julie Rouvière 

After graduating from «L’atelier» school 
in 2009, Julie started working in 
cartoons as a colourist and illustrating 
children’s books. From 2013, she 
divided her time between travelling, 
group exhibitions (Paris, Saint 
Petersburg...), while continuing to 
illustrate. 
 

PICTURE BOOKS

A difficult subject treated with 
delicacy throught a tale

Beautifull and poetic 
illustrations to make 
the children understand 
the text 

The silence surroun-
ding sexual violence is 
finally being broken

Al
so

 A
va

ilable

Le châle de 
Nonna

SERIES: Les contes qui guérissent
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Le châle de 
Nonna
Nona’s Shawl 

By Florence Dutruc  •
Illustrated by Juliette 
Barbanègre

210 x 260 mm Hardcover
40 pages
13,90 €
Age 5+
Pub date : February 2022 
EAN : 9791036330346

Rights Sold: 
Vietnam

A moving tale about healing from grief and loving 
life

Once upon a time, was a young girl named Capucine. Capucine 
lived with her grandmother in a little village, at the foot of the 
mountains. Her grandmother had taken her in when she was a 
baby. Capucine called her “Nonna” and loved her like a mother. 
Nonna taught her to read and write, cut wood and cook… And 
above all, she taught her how to love.
But one day, Nonna got sick. When she dies, Capucine is devastated. 
And so, begins a difficult journey, full of obstacles, moments of fear 
and discouragement, but also encounters that gradually help her 
overcome her grief.

A picture book tackling the subject of grief and how not to supress 
it but rather embrass and appreciate the time spent with those 
who are no longer with us.

Florence Dutruc-Rosset

Florence Dutruc-Rosset has written
about thirty books for young people,
including 15 novels in the C’est la vie
Lulu collection, published by Bayard
Editions. Lulu is a character from
Astrapi magazine, of which Florence
was editor-in-chief for a long time. She
is now editor-in-chief of the magazines
Les Belles Histoires and Mes Premières
Belles Histoires.

 

Julie Barbanègre

Graduate of the Emile Cohl School, 
Juliette Barbanègre works for children’s 
publishing as well as for the youth and 
adult press. Through dreamlike and 
phantasmagorical themes, she likes to 
transcribe atmospheres that are both 
poetic and disturbing. She has notably 
published Le gros mouton noir with 
Albin Michel Jeunesse and Histoire du 
Pommier qui rêvait d’être un sapin with 
Seuil Jeunesse.

PICTURE BOOKS

A text written with 
finesse and empathy Generous and soft 

illustrations

Al
so
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ilable

La princesse 
sans bouche

SERIES: Les contes qui guérissent
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La moufle
The Mitten

By Christine Palluy   • 
Illustrated by Samuel 
Ribeyron

200 x 245 mm
Hard Cover   
40 pp
€9.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: January 2015

Rights Sold: 

Christine Palluy
Samuel Ribeyron

How a lost mitten becomes a shelter for a whole 
gang of animals and causes a merry rumpus in the 
woods. 

In the middle of winter, it’s bitterly cold for the forest dwellers, 
even for Igor. One day, he goes out to cut wood and he loses his 
mitten without noticing. But the mitten finds a happy taker: Pretty 
Mouse, who snuggles up inside to protect herself from the freezing 
wind. Then tap, tap, Frisky Frog comes to join her, then crick crack, 
Rapid Rabbit comes in too, then Wily Wolf comes looking for a 
little place, then boom baboom, Buster Bear comes in too. Pretty 
Mouse, who has a cold, can’t stop herself: ATCHOO! The mitten is 
blown to pieces.
So where can the animals take shelter now?

PICTURE BOOKS

One of the childrens’ 
favourite repetition 
tales

A new, more visually 
exciting end for this great 
classic tale about sharing, 
solidarity and hospitality

Samuel Ribeyron

A graduate of the 
Émile-Cohl school 
in Lyon, he is both 
an illustrator and a 
volume decorator 
at the Folimage animation studio. 
Multidisciplinary, he creates many 
posters for theatre or festivals, CD 
covers...

Christine Palluy

She explored 
several jobs before 
discovering the 
delights of writing. 
Since then, she has 
devoted an increasing amount of her 
time to writing stories for children. Many 
of her texts have been published by 
Milan, both in print and in print.
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La petite 
casseuse de 
cailloux
The Little Stone Breaker 

By François Maumont  

210 x 280 mm
Hard Cover   
40 pp
€12.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2019

Rights Sold: 

An album that deals with strong themes such as 
the resistance against totalitarian regimes.  An ode 
to freedom!

The rock breakers, they break rocks. All day long, all their lives. 
The king’s guards watch them all the time and carry off the little 
pebbles
in big trucks. No one knows where or why theyttake them.

A powerful and poetic picture book that puts the accent on the 
power of children’s imagination over established order.

François 
Maumont  

He is versatile 
illustrator, from 
children’s
magazines to video 
games and
publishing. The first book in his series,
“Éloi et Dagobert», was awarded the
‘Prix Jeunesse de la Ville du Touquet’.
His drawings are mainly published
in magazines and newspapers for
children and adults, such as “J’aime
lire”, “Le 1”, “The New York Times” and
“Fluide Glacial”. François Maumont
began his career in cartoons, animating
and creating characters for various
series.

PICTURE BOOKS

A very simple and accessible 
style that will appeal to 
younger children

A graphic universe 
that is both poetic 
and symbolic

An incisive style and 
short sentences that 
hit home
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Le bureau des 
poids et des 
mesures
The Office Of Weights And 

Measures 

By Anne-Gaëlle Balpe  • 
Illustrated by Vincent Mahé

230 x 355 mm
Hard Cover   
32 pp
€14.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2016

Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Dutch, 
English (World)

Welcome to the Bureau of Weights and Measures! 
You’ll be sure of your feelings and their intensity...

The hero’s dad is called Marcel Gramme; he’s an engineer at 
the Office of Weights and Measures. His job is to make sure 
one minute lasts one minute, and an ounce weighs exactly an 
ounce.

One day, his son come home from school looking down in the 
dumps. He can’t explain why. Marcel Gramme finds this very 
vague indeed. So father and son decide to invent machines 
that can measure feelings : greed, love, sadness, anger. Their 
machines are a huge success, but they soon create havoc in 
the town...

Anne-Gaëlle 
Balpe

Albums, novels, 
teenage novels, 
collective novels... 
Anne-Gaëlle Balpe 
has published about twenty books in 
a few years with Gautier-Languereau, 
Sarbacane, Le Rouergue, Frimousse... 
She also works for the press .
http://annegaellebalpe.blogspot.com
 

PICTURE BOOKS

60s-style illustrations

The unique picture 
book that treats the 
irrational and complex 
nature of feelings with 
warmth and humour

Vincent Mahé

Between clear lines 
and bright colours, 
he has been carrying 
his characters around 
since 2012 in travel 
books, posters and magazines such as 
«XXI», «Wall Street Journal», «Télérama» 
or «Lire». 

Father/son relation 
at the center of the 
story
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Des trous dans le 
vent
Hole In The Wind 
By Bernard Friot •
Illustrated by Aurélie 
Guillerey

175 x 250 mm
Hard Cover 
88 pp
€14.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: January 2019

Rights Sold: 
Italian

Bernard Friot • Aurélie Guillerey

Des trous
dans le vent
Poèmes en promenade
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y A collection of poems, richly illustrated by Aurélie 
Guillerey, for an undramatized approach to poetry.

“Poems are holes in the wind. Let’s fill those holes with confetti, 
laughter, surprises and invisible fears. Then we can give them as    
presents, share them, again and again”. 

Bernard Friot invites you to discover his new collection of poetry.

Aurélie Guillerey

She studied at the 
École supérieure 
des arts décoratifs in 
Strasbourg, in Claude 
Lapointe’s studio, 
and obtained her diploma in illustration 
in 1999. Since then she has worked 
for the press, publishing and theatre 
companies.  

PICTURE BOOKS

Beautiful illustrations to 
accompagny Bernard Friot’s 
word 

There is no age to 
discover poetry 

Bernard Friot  

He is a French 
author who has lived 
in several different 
cities across France 
and Germany. He 
began teaching literature and soon 
became interested in children and 
teens’ reading habits. He wrote, among 
others, the famous “Histoires pressées” 
series.
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Bien fait pour 
vous !
Serves You Right! 

By Claire Clément •
Illustrated by Aurélie 
Guillerey

210 x 280 mm
Hard Cover 
40 pp
€13.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: March 2015

Rights Sold: 
Korean

A tour de force, writen sensitively and with humour 
to capture the child’s way of seeing things and               
imagination, which can sometimes be cruel.

Blaise can’t take anymore: his family and friends, everyone 
seems to be ganging up against him. He hates them all, 
doesn’t even want to see them anymore. So he leaves home. 
In the heart of the forest, he lies down on a bed of leaves, 
closes his eyes… and pretends to be dead, imagines he would 
never go home again. Then they’d all regret being rotten to 
him, that’s for sure. And they’d all miss him desperately, that’s 
sure too. Because they all love him, for certain.  

In this book, the author finds just the right tone to treat that 
inevitable moment when children have fantasies about their 
own death and, with warmth and humour, shows the dis-
tortion that can operate between little daily events and the 
child’s interpretation of them. With precision and delicacy, she 
describes children’s need to imagine the worst in order to feel 
reassured of the place they occupy and how much they are 
loved.

Aurélie Guillerey

She studied at the École supérieure 
des arts décoratifs in Strasbourg, 
in Claude Lapointe’s studio, and 
obtained her diploma in illustration in 
1999. Since then she has worked 
for the press, publishing and theatre 
companies.  

PICTURE BOOKS

Aurélie Guillerey’s magnificent 
illustrations combine humour 
and poetry to imbue
the text with a deeper level of 
meaning

An opportunity to 
talk about death and 
the things children 
project onto the 
subject

Claire Clément  

She writes picture 
books and novels 
for young and older 
children. She has won 
a number of awards, 
including the ‘Prix Chronos’ and ‘Prix 
des Incorruptibles’ twice, and the ‘Prix 
Lire en fête’. She also contributes to 
Bayard’s children’s magazines. 
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La princesse aux 
doigts d’or
The Princess With Gold Fingers 

By Christian Jolibois •
Illustrated by He Zhihong

240 x 320 mm
Hard Cover 
40 pp
€15.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2018

Rights Sold: 

A princess under a spell, a poet who braves all dan-
gers to thwart the terrible spell. 

When she was born, the Emperor of China’s daughter received 
a gift for painting birds. The little girl, called “First Light of Day”, 
draws birds so perfect that they come to life. Little by little, cranes, 
nightingales and thousands of other marvels created by the prin-
cess settle on the summit of a far-off mountain where a monster 
lives in his den. Bloody Sword, the ghost of a terrible dragon, can-
not endure the beauty of these flying creatures. One night, he visits 
the princess and puts a curse on her, depriving her of her drawing 
talent. She who was once called the “Princess with the golden fin-
gers” can’t even hold her paintbrush. Only the courage of a young 
poet can help her escape the curse. 

This is a tale and an allegory.

Christian Jolibois

Alternately author, actor and director, 
he has long practised the art of theatre, 
even making a detour into television. 
Since 1989, he has devoted himself 
exclusively to children, dividing his time 
between writing and performing.
 

He Zhihong

He Zhihong was born in China, where 
she studied at the Beijing Fine Arts 
School. Today, she lives in Paris, where 
she teaches Chinese calligraphy. She 
has produced numerous works for 
young people, illustrated in the great 
Chinese tradition, on silk or rice paper.

PICTURE BOOKS

An original story, written as a 
fariy tale

He Zhihong’s refined 
illustrations are done 
in a traditional Chinese 
style and painted on 
rice paper

All the ingredients 
that make fairy tales 
successful
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Fleur de cendre
Ash Flower 

By Annick Combier   • 
Illustrated by Anne Romby

200 x 245 mm
Hard Cover   
40 pp
€10.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: September 2017

Rights Sold: 
Spanish (World), Ukrainian

Discover the tale ‘Ash Flower’, inspired by Cinder-
ella and illustrated by Anne Romby.

Ashflower is beautiful, kind, intelligent and generous… Her 
beloved father has remarried – to a horrid woman who hates 
the girl. The nasty stepmother now lives in their house with 
her two stupid daughters, as vain as they are ugly… From eve-
ning till morning, she is obliged to be their servant and put 
up with their wickedness. Until the day the prince announces 
a big party… 

The source of this Japanese tale goes back in time as far as              
Cinderella. So perhaps the similarities aren’t entirely a coin-
cidence, but we don’t know if the story travelled from East to 
West or from West to East.

PICTURE BOOKS

A beautiful retaling with 
wonderful illustrations 

Annick Combier 

She discovered 
her love of stories 
and music while 
studying the flute. At 
the age of 20, she 
embarked on her first long journey to 
Indonesia, mixing writing, portraits and 
landscapes.Today, she writes and 
leads writing and poetry workshops 
with children and adults.  

 

Anne Romby 

She studied at the 
School of Fine Arts 
and at the Decorative 
Arts, where she 
produced her first 
works in engraving. She accompanies 
children in workshops on illustrated 
books, prints and poetry. She has 
already published numerous titles. 
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Les souvenirs du 
vieux chêne
The Old Oak’s Memories  

By Maxime Rovere •
Illustrated by Frédéric Pillot

295 x 345 mm
Hard Cover 
80 pp
€19.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2019

Rights Sold: 

M. Rovere     F. Pillot    

LES SOUVENIRS DU

CHENE
VIEUX 

An old oak tree tells us about the magical, histor-
ical and legendary events it has witnessed in its 
lifetime.

Snow white takes shelter from the hunter beneath the tree, it 
watches the hare and the tortoise run their race. It meets a strange
hermit who is later known as Saint Francis of Assissi. Through 
the oak tree’s eyes, the author, a philosophy graduate, brings us a   
reflection on our contribution to the world.

Maxime Rovere

 

Frédéric Pillot

When drawing, 
Frédéric Pillot travels 
252 metres per hour 
with his pencil. Since 
he started working, 
he has covered 110,376 km. Isn’t that 
crazy?  He regularly collaborates with 
the publishers Milan and Milan Presse 
but also publishes with Delcourt, 
Glénat...  

PICTURE BOOKS

’est une longue, longue vie 

que celle d’un grand et vieux 

chêne comme moi. Vous te-

nez vraiment à ce que je vous 

la raconte ?

« Oui, oui, oui ! » crièrent en 

chœur les animaux de la forêt. 

Très bien. Je vais vous dire ce 

que j’ai vu au long des nombreux siècles 

écoulés depuis ma naissance. Cela fait bien 

longtemps que je me dresse ici, exactement 

à l’endroit où vous me voyez, et pourtant je 

dois dire que je ne me suis presque jamais 

ennuyé. Quand cela m’est arrivé, c’était 

seulement un temps très court, jamais plus 

de cinquante ou soixante ans. Ah, bien sûr, 

vos années à vous se comptent encore sur 

les doigts d’une main. Il vous est difficile 

d’imaginer ce que signifie vivre des cen-

taines, des milliers d’années. 

L’expérience et l’observation m’ont beau-

coup appris, et souvent mon silence a couvé 

de grandes méditations. Mais j’ai aussi fait 

de grosses erreurs. C’est de cette manière-là 

que, progressivement, je suis devenu moi-

même. 

Car, mes amis, n’allez pas croire que je sois 

toujours resté immuable. On change beau-

coup dans une vie. Qu’elle dure un seul 

jour, quelques années ou plusieurs siècles, 

on ne demeure jamais identique d’un bout 

à l’autre. Toi, tes ongles poussent ; toi, tu 

perds tes poils ; toi, tes bois tombent et 

poussent à nouveau, et toi, marmotte, tu 

deviens grasse ou maigre. Il en est de même 

pour moi. À mesure que passent et re-

passent les saisons, mes années se dessinent 

à l’intérieur de mon tronc. Chacune d’elles 

ajoute un anneau qui m’étoffe et m’instruit. 

Elle est loin aujourd’hui l’époque où j’étais 

jeune pousse ! Mais si étrange que cela 

puisse paraître, je m’en souviens encore… 

C

A beautiful book which evokes 
all that the forest and the 
trees represent for the men

The life of the Grand 
Chêne is illustrated 
in 16 masterly 
paintings by Frédéric 
Pillot
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Le génie du 
pousse-pousse
The Genius Of Rickshaw 

By Jean-Côme Nogues   • 
Illustrated by Anne Romby

240 x 320 mm
Soft Cover   
48 pp
€16.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: May 2018

Rights Sold: 
Korean
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M
BY When Chen, a poor rickshaw puller, tries to pick a      

jasmine branch, he doesn’t know that his fate is 
about to change.

Chen, a poor rickshaw boy, is content with his poor, simple life. But 
one day, in his neighbor’s house, he discovers fabulous dishes that 
make him realize how poor he is, and he feels discontented. One 
day, a customer asks Chen to take him to the very top of a hill. He’s 
a very big, stout man, so the ride will be hard work; but Chen’s life 
is about to take a new turn…

Twice awarded album: ‘Prix Saint-Exupéry’ in 2001 and ‘Prix       
Chrétien de Troyes’ in 2002.

Jean-Côme 

Nogues   

He was a teacher and has written tales 
which, from Canada to China, from 
England to the Land of Nowhere, going 
beyond the forest, are for him so many 
disorientations.  
 

PICTURE BOOKS

Beautifull illustrations by 
the famous  Anne Romby 

A dreamlike and 
poetic tale

Anne Romby 

She studied at the 
School of Fine Arts 
and at the Decorative 
Arts, where she 
produced her first 
works in engraving. She accompanies 
children in workshops on illustrated 
books, prints and poetry. She has 
already published numerous titles. 

More than 90,000copies sold in France! 
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Rights Sold: 

PICTURE BOOKS

A book entirely illustrated with tiny ants drawn in 
ink: an incredible graphic prowess that makes this 
album a real art book!

The thirst for adventure of a young Londoner in the late 19th cen-
tury led him from Victorian England to the American Wild West. 
There, he discovered a talent for communicating with ants and 
trained them to tell his story. It is this story that the albums tell, 
with illustrations full of ants that accompany in a poetic and     
artistic way the imagination of the reader.
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Pépite
Nugget

By Cyril Houplain

330 x 240 mm
Hard Cover
80 pp 
€22.00
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2017 - 2019

Number of titles: 2 Ants are arranged to form 
illustrations and words 

This book reads like 
a great travelogue or 
adventure novel

SERIES: Ants 

Fourmi
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Rights Sold: 
Chinese (Simplified), Spanish 
(Latin America)

PICTURE BOOK

Discover these interactive books to help children 
learn good manners and right gestures! 

Interactive albums made up of 20 games, 20 quizzes to learn good 
manners and rules of politeness, as well as the right gestures and 
reflexes to have in order to reduce your carbon footprint. 

With a cheeky sense of humour, these books point out the bad    
manners of children through absurd and offbeat situations. Sensi-
tive learning through comedy.

Paule Battault
Caroline Hüe
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C’est qui le plus 
écolo ?
Who Is The Most Ecological?  

By Paule Battault •
Illustrated by Caroline Hüe

210 x 280 mm
Hard Cover 
48 pp
€12.90
Age 6+ 
Pub date: 2019 - 2020

Number of titles: 2

Paule Battault’s 
irreverent humour 
and her ability to 
skilfully balance her 
impertinence to get 
her message across 
to children

A quirky and effective 
learning mechanism 
through humorous 
exaggeration

SERIES: C’est qui, le plus...

C’est qui le 
plus poli ?

Perdre tes af faires.

Laisser traîner ton sac 
sous la pluie.

Réclamer un nouveau 
cartable à chaque rentrée. 

Piquer une crise pour aller 
à l’école en voiture.

Préférer les mouchoirs 
en tissu, qu’on peut laver. 

Dessiner sur les deux côtés 
de la feuille. 

Partager tes af faires.

Brader tes jouets de bébé.

Tu faiS, ou tu ne faiS paS…   
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Ta peau contre la 
mienne
Your Skin Against Mine 

By Rémi Courgeon

315 x 230 mm
Hard Cover 
48 pp
€16.90
Age 8+ 
Pub date: October 2020

Rights Sold: 

RÉMI COURGEON

Rémi Courgeon’s new character is a figure of 
strength and determination. A female-led Western 
picture book!

“The man who killed you wanted me dead. I was nothing more 
than a hunting trophy for him. That bullet was meant for me, but it 
pierced your chest. Now it’s my turn to pierce his skin…”

Wearing her horse’s skin as a coat, Nuée, a young sidesaddle rider, 
sets out to look for the murderer, Aaron Blake. Hiding in the under-
growth, listening out for footsteps, she travels the deserts in search 
of the man who took her friend away. During her journey, she finds 
a horse and nurses it back to health, rediscovering that same bond. 
But she will not stop until she has found Aaron Blake. Then, finally, 
one day… she shoots an arrow and knocks the revolver out of her 
opponent’s hand. She lets him live, preferring horses to humans. 
“No horse is cruel.”

From breathtaking scenery to battle scenes, the cinematographic 
format plays with light and shadows. Rémi Courgeon plunges the 
reader into Nuée’s quest, in a Western genre. His new heroine, 
determined and solitary, is reminiscent of Brindille and Adjoa.

Rémi Courgeon 

He works for the pub-
lishing and advertising 
industr ies and pro-
duces travel sketches. 
He is also a painter, 
and his work has been 
the subject of several exhibitions in 
France and abroad. He has about fifteen 
albums to his credit.

PICTURE BOOKS

A story exploring the relationship 
between men and animals, particularly 
relevant today

A new heroine, proud 
and determined

Scenes reminiscent of Monument 
Valley, warm colors, landscape 
illustrations…The reader is 
plunged into the Western genre 
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More than 565,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Al
so

 A
va

ila
ble

Fables Ésope
Fables 
Jean de la 
Fontaine
La Belle et la 
Bête
Doctor Jekyll 
et Mister

Hide
Moby Dick
Le Magicien 
d’Oz

Rights Sold: 
Brazilian, German, Greek, 
Hebrew, Italian Korean, 
Romanian, Russian

Discover or rediscover the beautifully illustrated      
classical tales!     
This generously sized collection retells classic tales with        
incredible and unique illustrations that will amaze the youngest 
and delight the oldest! Elegant albums with modern illustrations.

Blanche-Neige
Snow White

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

260 x 315 mm
Hard Cover
54 pp - 66 pp
€16.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2007-2021

Number of titles: 8

PICTURE BOOK

Unique illustrations Elegant format for this 
collectionable book 
objetcs

SERIES: Contes classiques  


